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We have studied the inclusive production of E —(890} and F*+—(1385) in pp, m+p, and

K+p interactions at 147 GeV/c. The experiment used the Fermilab 30-inch hydrogen

bubble chamber with the hybrid spectrometer system. Results are based on a sample of
1916 observed Ks and 932 observed A. Inclusive cross sections are given for I( *+—and
F*+—production from the three beams, and comparisons are made with experiments at

other energies. Feynman-x and transverse-momentum-squared distributions are also cal-

culated. The results suggest that the K* is entirely produced in the central region, while

the K*+ includes a component from beam fragmentation. Comparisons are made with

the additive quark model.

I. INTRODUCTION

p+p~K~+(890)+ anything,

p+p —+&~ (890)+ anything,

~++p —+&~+ (890)+ anything,

~++P~&' (890)+ anything,

&++p~&~+(890)+ anything,

&++p —+&~ (890)+ anything,

p+p~ Y~+(1385)+ anything,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

p+p~ Y~ (1385)+ anything,

sr++p~ Y~+(1385)+ anything, (9)

Recent studies of inclusive particle production in
hadronic interactions have revealed that meson and
baryon resonances are a major source of the final-
state stable hadrons. ' If the resonances are pro-
duced directly, their Feynman-x and pT distribu-
tions should reflect the underlying production
dynamics more fundamentally than the corre-
sponding distributions for the stable particles.
Therefore the study of resonance production is cru-
cial for an understanding of the nature of mul-

tiparticle production.
In this paper we report final results on inclusive

E~+-(890) and Y*+-(1385)production in pp, tr+p,
and E+p interactions at 147 GeV/c, all in the
same experiment. The reactions we have studied
are

++p.~Y* (1385)+ anything,

E++p~Y~+(1385)+ anything,

K++@—+ Y* (1385)+ anything .

(10)

(12)

Previous experiments on inclusive resonance pro-

duction have mainly focused on the nonstrange res-

onances such as the p and 5++. There are only a
few high-energy results on the K* and F". Above

16 GeV/c, strange-resonance production has been

studied in pp collisions at 24 GeV/c (Ref. 2,3), 205

GeV/c (Ref. 4), 300 GeV/c (Ref. 5), and 405

GeV/c (Refs. 6,7). In tr+p interactions, the only

results are at 16 GeV/c (Ref. 2) and 32 GeV/c
(Ref. 8). Finally, in E p interactions, there is only

one experiment, at 32 GeV/c, reporting data on
K* production. In this paper we make compar-

isons between our results and those of previous ex-

periments.
A number of theoretical models have addressed

the subject of inclusive particle production, espe-

cially focusing on cross-section ratios for the pro-

duction of stable as well as resonance states. In
this paper we compare our results with an additive

quark model' and with one based on multipe-

ripheral ideas. " In making these comparisons we

also use previously published' ' results from this

experiment.
In Sec. II of this paper we discuss the experi-

mental apparatus, the scanning, measuring, and

reconstruction procedure, and the event-selection

criteria. In Sec. III we give total inclusive cross
sections for K* production in reactions (1)—(6). In
Sec. IV we present inclusive distributions for reac-
tions (1)—(4). We show the dependence of the

cross section on the Feynman scaling variable
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x=2P~lv s, where Pr' is the longitudinal momen-
tum of the E~ in the center of mass, and vs is the
total center-of-mass energy (about 16.6 GeV). We
also present transverse-momentum-squared distri-
butions and their slopes.

In Sec. V of this paper we give our results on in-
clusive I'*(1385}production in reactions (7)—(12).
For some of these reactions we do not observe a
significant signal, and therefore quote upper limits
on the production cross sections.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PRGCEDURE

The experiment (E299) was performed in the
Fermilab 30-inch hydrogen bubble chamber with
proportional wire chambers (PWC's) located both
upstream and downstream. Details of this hybrid
spectrometer system have been previously pub-
lished. ' ' Briefly, the upstream PWC's and a dif-
ferential Cerenkov counter allowed tagging of n.+,
E+, and p in the incident beam. The downstream
PWC's were used for momentum measurements of
fast, forward particles from the primary vertex of
an event. The downstream system also included a
lead-glass forward y detector. The magnetic field
was 25 kG at the center of the bubble chamber.

The beam consisted of 147-GeV/c positive parti-
cles. A total of 400000 pictures was taken in two
runs, with different beam ratios in each. The final
sample had an overall composition of 51% m+,

9% E+, and 40% p.
The film was scanned for all beam track interac-

tions, and the vertices of primary events and vees

were digitized by scanners. These predigitized
events were subsequently measured on a Precision
Encoding and Pattern Recognition (PEPR)
machine in a semiautomatic mode. The program
GEOHYB was used to perform view-to-view track
matching and space reconstruction, as well as
correlation of bubble-chamber and PWC informa-
tion to obtain final track momenta.

For a vee to be accepted, its decay length had to
exceed 2 cm in space from the primary vertex. In
addition a decay volume was defined in such a way
as to maximize the volume visible in all three
views of the chamber. This volume was bounded
by ten planes, two of which were parallel to the
front and back glass surfaces but displaced 5 cm
into the chamber in order to provide adequate
length for decay track measurement. The scan ef-
ficiency for finding neutrals was determined to be
(91+3)% by doing a second scan on a fraction of
the film.

Kinematic fitting of the vees to the primary ver-
tex was accomplished with the program sQUAw.
For each vee, three-constraint (3C) and (1C) fits
were attempted corresponding to the following hy-
potheses:

xs~~+
A —+p~

A~pg+,

y(p) ~(p)e+e
All vees making a 3C fit with a probability

greater than 0.1% were accepted into the data
sample. Vees that failed the 3C fit, but made a 1C
fit with a probability over 0.1%, were also accept-
ed if the angular difference between the measured
and fitted neutral direction was less than 60 mrad.
These 1C fits comprised only about 10% of the to-
tal, and their inclusion did not appreciably affect
any of the results presented in this paper.

A total of 6744 vees constituted the final data
sample, of which about 18% had ambiguous fits.
Some of these ambiguities were easy to resolve, be-

cause the relative probabilities for the competing
fits differed by a factor of 10 or more. In these-
cases the more probable fit was selected. 3C fits
were also given priority over competing 1C fits.
About 11% of the vees remained ambiguous after
this step, and a more elaborate procedure was used
for them.

(a} If the ambiguity included a y fit, we exam-
ined the transverse momentum of the negative de-
cay track with respect to the line of flight of the
neutral decaying track. This is a useful quantity
because for strange particles its spectrum is sharply
peaked at the kinematic maximum, while for y
conversions it is peaked at zero. Thus this quanti-
ty provides a clean separation of strange-particle
fits ambiguous with y's. If the transverse momen-
tum of the negative decay track was less than 40
MeV/c, the neutral was assigned to the y sample;
otherwise, the competing strange-particle fit was
chosen.

(b) Ambiguities involving only strange-particle
fits were resolved by examining distributions of
cos8*, where 8* is the angle between the neutral
line of flight and the direction of the negative de-

cay product in the rest frame of the neutral. This
distribution must be isotropic for the spin-zero K,
and also isotropic for the A and A if they are pro-
duced with no longitudinal polarization. Selections
were made on relative fit probabilities in such a
way as to render these decay angular distributions
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roughly isotropic. Specifically, an ambiguous vee

was selected as a Ks only if its probability as a Ks
was more than 40% greater than the probability
for A as well as A. Ambiguities between A and A
were resolved by using the higher probability fit.

This procedure resulted in a final sample of
1916Ks's, 932 A' s, 164 A' s, and 3732 y's. Figure
1 shows the decay angular distributions for the Ks
and A; it is apparent that these are approximately
isotropic, so that the allocation of ambiguities is
reasonable at least on a statistical basis. Table I
summarizes the number of vees of each type ob-

tained from each of the three beams.
A measure of the experimental resolution is pro-

vided in Figs. 2 and 3, which show the uncon-
strained effective-mass distributions for the Kv and

A, respectively, in the final event sample. When
fitted to a Gaussian, the Ks plot has a o of 4.9
MeV, while the A has a cr less than 1.8 MeV.

III. INCLUSIVE EC~ —+(890) CROSS SECTIONS

In order to calculate inclusive cross sections for
K~+-(890} production in reactions (1)—(6},we first
weighted each observed Ks to correct for detection
inefficiency due to the imposition of the minimum
length cut and decay volume restriction. The aver-
age escape weight was 1.98 for Ks. We then made
a weighted Ksn+eff. -ective-mass distribution for Ks
events from all three beams. All outgoing particles
from the primary event vertex were assumed to be
pions, except for those (below 1.4 GeV/c) which
were identified as protons from ionization. The re-

sulting distribution is shown in Fig. 4. A clear
peak is apparent in the vicinity of the K~(890}.

We next performed a fit to the mass distribu-
tion, using a smooth polynomial background and a
simple Breit-Wigner shape for the resonance. The
mass and width of the resonance were allowed to
vary in the fitting procedure. The best fit, which
had a Xi of 1.4 per degree of freedom, yielded a
mass of SSS+5 MeV and a width of 40+10 MeV
for the K~. These numbers are entirely consistent
with the world-average values' for the K~(890)
parameters, so that we conclude that we are indeed
observing this resonance. For all subsequent fits to
the K~ reported in this paper, we fixed the mass at
888 MeV and the width at the world-average value
of 50 MeV.

Escape-weighted mass distributions for Ksn+
and Ksm from the proton beam are shown in Figs.
5(a) and 5(b), respectively, while the corresponding
distributions for the n+ beam are shown in Figs.
6(a) and 6(b). Fits to these distributions were per-
formed as described above, and yielded the num-

bers of resonant events in each channel. To deter-
mine the inclusive cross sections, the numbers of
escape-weighted events were corrected to account
for scan inefficiency, measurement and geometri-
cal-reconstruction losses, and neutral decay modes
of the Ks. A further weight of 2.0 was applied to
include the contribution from KL, , and finally the

iF
LIJ
& 50-
UJ (b} A =pm TABLE I. Number of Kq, A, X, and y for each

beam type.

-I.O
I I

0 .5
cos 8

I.O p beam K+ beam

FIG. 1. Center-of-mass decay angular distributions
for (a) K~ and (b) A. The dashed line indicates the aver-
age number of events in each bin. The distributions are
expected to be isotropic.
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FIG. 2. The unconstrained effective-mass distribution
of the decay prongs of vees accepted into the Eq sample.

FIG. 4. Sum of E n.+ and E ~ effective-mass dis-
tributions from all three beams. The events are weight-
ed for geometric detection efficiency. The solid line
represents a fit to the data using a Breit-Wigner shape
for the K*. The dashed line indicates the background.

branching ratio of —, for E*—+—+E m—+ was incor-

porated.
To determine the error in the inclusive cross sec-

tions, we included the statistical uncertainty, the
uncertainty in each of the corrections made (such
as scan efficiency), and the uncertainty in the
Breit-Wigner fitting procedure. The error in the
fit parameters was determined by noting the varia-
tion in parameter values that increased the 7 by

200-
(a)

150—

one.
Table II summarizes the inclusive cross sections

for E~+ and E~ production in reactions (1)—(6).
It may be observed that for the proton. beam the
cross sections for the two charge states of the K~
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FIG. 3. The unconstrained effective-mass distribution
of the decay prongs of vees accepted into the A sample.

FIG. 5. Escape-weighted effective-mass distributions
of (a) E m+ and (b) EC m for events from the proton
beam. The solid line represents a Breit-Wigner fit,
while the dashed line indicates the background.
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are approximately equal, although there is an indi-
cation of a slight excess of K~+ over K~ . For
the meson beams there is good evidence that the
E*+ cross section exceeds the E* cross section,
suggesting that a portion of the K*+ production
occurs in the beam fragmentation region. We will
return to this point in Sec. IV.

We have added the E*+ and E~ cross sections
for each beam, and in Fig. 7 we display the total
K~ +cross-section as a function of incident beam
momentum, using data from other experiments
as well as our own. It is readily apparent that for
the proton beam the E*+—cross section is rising
sharply with energy. A rise is also suggested for
the m.+ beam, although here the conclusion is less
firm since there are only two measurements besides
our own. For the E+ beam, our value is about the
same as that of an experiment, at much lower
momentum (32 GeV/c). However, it should be
noted that a very fast K, originating from a lead-
ing E*+, is likely to decay outside the bubble
chamber. It is likely, therefore, that this systemat-
ic problem results in an underestimate of the K~+
cross section from the K+ beam. This conclusion
is supported by new results from a 70-GeV/c K+p
experiment' using a larger bubble chamber than
ours, with greater geometric detection efficiency.
This experiment measures a E~+ cross section of
4.1+0.3 mb, which is somewhat higher than our
value.

We have studied this systematic bias against the
detection of a fast, forward K to see what effects
it has on our results. One approach we have used
is to look at A production in pp interactions, where
the forward and backward regions must necessarily
be symmetric. We find' that our escape-weighting
procedure does yield the requisite symmetry out to
about

~

x
~

=0.4. Beyond this value, we find that
the forward A begin to get depleted relative to the
backward A.

200— (a)

150-

100—

O
GJ

g) 0 ~ I

0.6 0.7

2'
CQ

C) (SO-
(3

I

0.8 O.9 1.O

MKo~+ (GeV/c )

I

1.2

(b)

loo—

50-

%.6 o'.~
I

1.20.8

In the case of the I(:*,we find that there is very
little production in the extreme backward region,
so that the systematic bias does not affect our re-
sults significantly. For example, in Table II we

give the total K* cross sections that we observe in

pp interactions. If we take only the cross section
in the backward hemisphere, and then double it,
we obtain 1.8+0.4 mb and (1.2+0.4) mb for the
E*+ and E*,respectively. These values are en-
tirely consistent with the ones in Table II.

In Table II we also give the ratio of the charged
K~ cross section to the cross section for (K + K )

production. If it is assumed that cr(K~ + EC~ ) is
equal to o(K*+ + K* ), it turns out that the
cross-section ratio o(K*+ + K* )/o (K + K ) is

0.9 1.0 1.1 I.B
MKo~ — (GeV/c )

FIG. 6. Escape-weighted effective-mass distributions
of (a) K m.+ and (b) E m for events from the m.+ beam.
The solid line represents a Breit-Wigner fit, while the
dashed line indicates the background.

TABLE II. Inclusive cross sections for E*+ and E* production. The cross sections are
corrected for all unobserved decay modes.

Reaction cr (mb) cr(K*)/o.(K + K )

pp ~K*++ anything
pp~E* + anything
m+p —+E*++ anything
m.+p~E* + anything
E+p ~E*++ anything
E+p~E* + anything

1.5+0.3
1.2+0.2
1.3+0.2
0.7+0.2
3.2+1.3
0.6+0.5

0.15+0.03
0.12+0.02
0.16+0.03
0.08+0.02
0.27+0.11
0.05+0.04
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FIG. 7. The total inclusive K*+—{890)cross section,
shown as a function of incident momentum for all three
beams used in this experiment.

I

500
I

200.I
10

also a measure of the fraction of (E + E ) coming
from E~ decay. This ratio is shown in Fig. 8 as a
function of beam momentum. It is noteworthy
that this. ratio shows very little energy dependence;
indeed it has about the same value of 0.3 for all
three beams over 2 orders of magnitude in energy.
Recall that over this energy range the E and E*
cross sections both individually rise sharply, ' at
least for the proton and m.+ beams. These observa-
tions are in qualitative agreement with the additive
quark model, ' if most of the strange-particle pro-
duction is in the central region. In this model, the
cross section ratio in the central region is predicted
to be independent of the incident particle, because

FIG. 9. Feynman-x distributions for K*+ and K*
production from the proton beam. The distributions are
folded about x=0.

the large number of quarks produced do not
remember their origin. Such a prediction is also
made by the multiperipheral resonance production
model. "

Finally, we point out that the fundamental im-
portance of resonance production is underscored by
the fact that about one-third of the final-state E 's

originate from E~ decay.

IV. INCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR K~ —+(890)

We examine next the dependence of E*(890) pro-
duction on the Feynman scaling variable x as de-
fined in Sec. I, as well as I'z, the square of the
transverse momentum. To determine this depen-
dence, we produced Esm. +effective-mas-s distribu-
tions in each bin of a particular inclusive variable.
These distributions were fitted as described in the
previous section to obtain the amount of resonance

0
+0

r
hC
++ 20
hC

b

o PP
~ v+p
0 K+p

THIS
EXP.

{) C) C)

II

b ()a

O K~+

I

IOO
I

20
I

200
I

500
I

'
10 50

P (GeV/c)

FIG. 8. The ratio of the K*—+ cross section to the
K (K ) cross section, shown as a function of incident
momentum for all three beams used in this experiment.

.2-

-'4.I
X

.2
I

.6

FIG. 10. Feynman-x distributions for K*+ and K*
production from the m.+ beam.
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production in each bin.
Figure 9 shows the

~

x
~

dependence of K~ pro-
duction by the proton beam in reactions (1) and (2).
It is apparent that most of the production is in the
central region, where the E~+ and E~ cross sec-
tions are approximately the same. On the other
hand, in the proton fragmentation region there ap-
pears to be nonnegligible E~+ production, while
there is little evidence for K~ production. This
observation is in good agreement with the additive
quark model. ' It has also been pointed out that
the lack of K~ production in the proton fragmen-
tation region may be attributed to the absence in
the proton. of either of the valence quarks compos-
ing the K~ . Figure 9 is not appreciably affected
if we use only the backward hemisphere events in
order to avoid the systematic bias against fast, for-
ward E*. However, the reduction in statistics does
increase the errors.

Figure 10 shows the x dependence of E* produc-
tion by the m+ beam in reactions (3) and (4). As in
the case of the proton beam, we note an approxi-
mate equality of the E*+ and E* cross sections
in the central region, followed by an excess of K~+
over K~ in the beam fragmentation region. In
order to make a rough quantitative measure of this
observation, we have chosen x=0.2 as a dividing
line between the central and beam fragmentation
regions, and then calculated the cross-section ratio
o(K~ )/0(K~+) in the two regions for both beams.
This ratio is shown in Table III, and does exhibit a
marked difference in the two regions. In particu-
lar, K~ production is at least four standard devi-
ations less than K~+ production in the beam frag-
mentation region. For completeness, we also show
in Table III the cross-section ratio in the target
fragmentation region. For the proton beam this
region should have the same characteristics as the
beam fragmentation region, and indeed the ratio is
quite consistent. For the m+ beam we have very
few events in the target fragmentation region, and
so the cross-section ratio has a large error.

Transverse-momentum-squared distributions for
K*+are shown in Fig-s. 11 and 12 for the proton
and m.+ beams, respectively. Experiments at lower
energies have found a universal slope of about 3.4

TABLE III. Ratio of E* to E*+ cross sections.

5000

t

2000;

(0) pp —+ K~++....

1000-

500-

OJ

o 200-

C9
100 0

5000-
cv I-

LI
2000-

~
.6 .8 1.2

(b) pp ~K~ +,...

1000—

500-

200—

1000 2 4 6 8

p l(Gev/c) ]
FIG. 11. Transverse-momentum-squared distributions

for (a) E*+ and (b) EC~ from the proton beam. The
lines represent exponential fits to the points.

1.0 1.2

(GeV/c), independent of beam, for particles of
mass about 1 GeV. Our values, shown in Table
IV, are somewhat lower. However, there is some
evidence' that all PT slopes drop slightly with in-
cident beam energy. To check this, we show in
Fig. 13 the variation of the slope with beam energy
for K~+ and K* production by proton and n+
beams. The trend of the data suggests a decrease.

V. INCLUSIVE Y»+—(1385) PRODUCTION

TABLE IV. Fitted I'~ slope parameters in units of
{GeV/c)

We used our sample of A events to study I'~+-

production in reactions (7)—(12). We followed a
procedure analogous to that for the E* study. The
observed A's were weighted for geometric detection
efficiency, yielding an average escape weight of
1.91. We then examined weighted Am+ and Am

effective mass distributions from each of the three
beams. In general we observed enhancements in

Beam
I
x

I
(0.2 x &0.2 x & —0.2 Beam

1.1+0.4
0.7+0.3

0.10+0.17
0.11+0.14

0.21+0.20
1.4 +1.7

2.7+0.4
2.9+0.4

3.1+0.5
2.8+0.6
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FIG. 12. Transverse-momentum-squared distributions
for (a) K~+ and {b)K* from the n.+ beam. The lines
represent exponential fits to the points.

FIG. 14. Escape-weighted effective-mass distributions
of (a) Am. + and {b) Am for events from the proton
beam. The solid line represents a Breit-Wigner fit,
while the dashed line represents the background.

the vicinity of the F~(138S), but these were less
pronounced than the peaks for the E*.

Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the escape-
weighted Am+ and Am mass distributions, respec-
tively, from the proton beam, while Figs. 15(a) and
1S(b) show the corresponding distributions from
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and K*, shown as a function of incident momentum
for proton and m+ beams.
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FIG. 15. Escape-weighted effective-mass distributions
of (a) Am+ and (b) Aa for events from the ~+ beam.
The solid line represents a Breit-Wigner fit, while the
dashed line indicates the background. No evidence for
the F" was found in (b).
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TABLE V. Inclusive cross sections for Y*+ and Y* production. The cross sections are
corrected for all unobserved decay modes. Upper limits are quoted at 95% confidence level.

Reaction o. (mb) o.(Y*)/o(A)

pp —+ Y~++ anything

pp~ Y* + anything
~+p~ Y*++ anything
~+p~ Y* + anything
E+p~ Y*++ anything
&+p —+ Y* + anything

0.38+0.13
0.40+0.13
0.29+0.07

&0.10
0.08+0.18

&0.17

0.09+0.03
0.10+0.03
0.16+0.04

& 0.06
0.06+0.13

&0.12

the m.+ beam. Fits to these distributions were
made using a smooth polynomial background and
a simple Breit-Wigner shape for the Y~, with a
mass of 1385 MeV and a width of 40 MeV. To
determine inclusive cross sections, the numbers of
escape-weighted events were corrected to account
for scan inefficiency, measurement and reconstruc-
tion losses, neutral decay modes of the A, and the
branching ratio of 0.88 for the Y~+~An+decay. .-

Table V summarizes the inclusive cross sections
for Ya+ and Ya production in reactions
(7)—(12). Where upper limits are given, they are
at 95%%uo confidence level. For the proton beam the
cross sections for the two charge states of the Y~

are very close to each other, suggesting that the
production is primarily in the central region.
Lower-energy pp experiments ' have observed an
excess of Y~+ over Y~, while at higher energies
the dominance of central production has been sug-
gested."

The approximate equality of the Y*+ and Y*
cross sections from the proton beam is observed
even if we restrict ourselves to the backward hemi-

sphere and then double the values. %e obtain
0.46+0.18 and 0.32+0.14 mb for the Y*+ and
Y*, respectively.

By contrast, the meson beams from this experi-
ment do not provide any evidence for Y~ produc-
tion, while there is a nonnegligible signal for Y*+.
This is in agreement with observations at lower en-

ergies, ' ' and there are no results above 32
GeV/c with which to compare. If the Ys+ is a re-
sult of proton fragmentation in the n.+p and E+p
reactions, it is perhaps surprising that we do not
observe an excess of Y*+ over Y* in the pp reac-

tions as well. However, in view of the limited
statistics, we certainly cannot rule out some such
excess.

Table V also gives the ratio of F" to A total
cross sections. If we assume that F" production in

pp reactions is primarily in the central region (as
suggested by the equality of Y~+ and Y~ cross
sections) we can make a quantitative test of the ad-
ditive quark model. ' This model makes predic-
tions for particle production ratios in the central
region. Many of these predictions are dependent
on a strange-quark suppression factor A, , whose nu-
merical value is not predicted by the model. More-
over, experimental data have suggested a momen-
tum dependence for A,. However, the Y~/A ratio
in the central region is independent of the suppres-
sion factor and is predicted to have the value 0.25,
both for Ya+ and Y* . Using the fraction of our
A cross section in the central region' and assum-
ing that all the Y* is central, we obtain
a(Y~+)/o(A)=0 25+0 0.9 and .o(Y* )/cr(A)
=0.27+0.09, which are in excellent agreement
with the additive quark model.
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